
 

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  

       

Market Commentary     
US and China inflation data drags stocks lower 

• Data showed US inflation hit its highest level since November 1990, 

dragging US stocks lower while boosting the yield on the 10-year 

Treasury to 1.57%.  

• The Nasdaq Composite bore the brunt of the spike in consumer 

prices. Tech companies are considered most susceptible to the 

impact from inflation, as they count on profits years down the line, 

and higher long-dated bond yields reduce the value of future 

profits.  

• The Nasdaq Composite fell 1.7%, but the other indices felt the pain, 

too. The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 0.7%, while the S&P 

500 declined 0.8%.  

• US consumer prices climbed 6.2% in October from the same month 

in 2020, well above expectations of 5.8%. Soaring consumer prices 

have intensified concerns that the Federal Reserve will need to act 

more decisively to slow inflation, maybe even be forced to 

accelerate its quantitative tightening so that it ends this year. 

• Markets were indeed suggesting that the inflation numbers will 

make the Fed more aggressive on interest-rate increases. Yields on 

two-year Treasury notes, which are highly sensitive to interest rate 

expectations, rose the most since the market turbulence triggered 

by the coronavirus outbreak in March 2020. The yield increased 0.09 

percentage points to 0.52%, signalling a significant fall in price. The 

biggest move was in the five-year note, which rose 0.14 

percentage points to 1.22%. 

• Global concerns over inflation were also inflamed by data showing 

Chinese producer price inflation --the measure of what businesses 

pay each other for goods -- rose 13.5% in October from the same 

time last year, its biggest leap in 26 years as factories absorbed 

higher energy prices. 

• The CSI 300 Index slid as much as 1.9% before paring its drop to 

4,821, down by 0.53% for the day. Worries over China's property 

sector also weighed on overall sentiment as key regional gauges -- 

from Japan, South Korea and Singapore -- closed in negative 

territory. 

• Cash-strapped China Evergrande Group again managed to avoid 

a default by paying overdue interest on three US dollar debts just as 

another builder, Fantasia Holdings Group's shares plunged as much 

as 52% in Hong Kong, following a 6-week halt after the company's 

surprise default, while debt woes over at Kaisa Group Holdings 

worsened worries over China's liquidity-hit real estate sector and 

potential financial contagion. 

• The Hang Seng turned higher in late trading as real estate 

developers climbed on a report that China’s bond-issuance 

policies may be loosened, while Tencent led a surge in tech stocks 

ahead of its earnings report,  

 

 

Singapore Market Statistics     

  Close Net Chg % Chg 

Straits Times Index 3,231.3 -12.1 -0.4% 

FTSE ST Financials 1,080.7 -6.0 -0.6% 

FTSE ST REITs 866.9 -2.9 -0.3% 

FTSE ST Real Estate 835.1 -2.8 -0.3% 

        

Vol (m) 2,031.9 -861.0 -29.8% 

Turnover (m) 1,029.7 -318.5 -23.6% 

52 week range 2,673.9 - 3,273.5 

Gainers / losers 207 / 256     

        

World Indices       

  Close Chg % Chg 

S&P 500 4,646.7 -38.5 -0.8% 

DJI 36,079.9 -240.0 -0.7% 

Nasdaq Comp 15,622.7 -263.8 -1.7% 

FTSE 100 7,340.2 66.1 0.9% 

STOXX Europe 600 483.8 1.1 0.2% 

        

Nikkei 225 29,106.8 -178.7 -0.6% 

Hang Seng Index 24,996.1 183.0 0.7% 

SHSE Comp Index 3,492.5 -14.5 -0.4% 

SZSE Comp Index 2,430.1 -6.2 -0.3% 

SHSE SZSE CSI 300 4,821.2 -25.6 -0.5% 

KLCI 1,520.7 -3.3 -0.2% 

JCI 6,683.1 13.2 0.2% 

SET 1,630.5 -1.2 -0.1% 

KOSPI 2,930.2 -32.3 -1.1% 

TWSE 17,559.7 18.3 0.1% 

        

FX & Commodities       

    Close % Chg 

USDSGD   1.3529 -0.4% 

USDJPY   113.91 -0.9% 

USDCNY   6.389 0.1% 

USDHKD   7.791 0.0% 

        

WTI Crude USD/bbl. 81.34 -3.3% 

Brent USD/bbl. 82.64 -2.5% 

Gold USD/oz. 1,849.6 1.0% 

Silver USD/oz. 24.64 1.4% 

        

Source: Bloomberg 
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Research Ideas 

Mapletree Logistics Trust (MLT SP) - Stronger 

appetite for acquisitions 

 
• 2QFY22 DPU rose 5.7% YoY to 2.173 S cents 

• Positive rental reversions of 2.4%  

• Raised guidance for FY22 acquisitions to 
~SGD1.6b 

 

DPU growth momentum continues  

Mapletree Logistics Trust’s (MLT) recent 2QFY22 

results met our expectations. Gross revenue and 

NPI jumped 25.2% and 21.5% YoY to SGD165.1m 

and SGD144.4m, respectively. DPU rose 5.7% YoY to 

2.173 S cents, which was a similar growth pace as 

compared to 1QFY22. For 1HFY22, MLT’s NPI 

increased by 21.4% to SGD288.6m, while DPU grew 

5.7% to 4.334 S cents and constituted 50.0% of our 

FY22 forecast.   

 

Positive rental reversions improved to 2.4%; 

portfolio occupancy unchanged at high level 

of 97.8%   

MLT achieved overall portfolio rental reversions of 

2.4% in 2QFY22, which was a slight improvement 

from 1QFY22’s 2.2% rental uplift. This was driven by 

Vietnam and Malaysia (both +3.0%), Hong Kong 

(+2.6%) and China (+2.5%). While MLT’s rental 

reversions trend has been positive, management 

highlighted that its tenants are still generally 

cautious given the Covid-19 situation, and hence 

are resistant towards more significant increases in 

rental renewal rates. MLT’s portfolio occupancy 

remained unchanged QoQ at 97.8%, as the 

increase in Singapore (+0.5 percentage points (ppt) 

QoQ to 98.1%) and Japan (+0.3 ppt to 96.2%) was 

offset by declines in China (-0.6 ppt to 95.9%) and 

marginally in Hong Kong (-0.1 ppt to 99.7%). 

 

Targeting more acquisitions ahead  

MLT said that it is seeing an active pipeline of 

potential acquisitions ahead, including from its 

sponsor. One potential significant transaction could 

come from a third-party in Japan in the near-term, 

while China, Vietnam and Malaysia are markets 

which it can tap on its sponsor’s pipeline. Overall, 

management guided that it could be looking at 

~SGD1.6b worth of acquisitions in FY22, which 

would be similar to FY21. This is much more 

aggressive as compared to the previous quarter 

where management appeared much more 

cautious on inorganic growth opportunities. One of 

the reasons for the change in tone was due to 

MLT’s sponsor turning more receptive towards 

divestments. MLT’s aggregate leverage ratio was 

unchanged QoQ at 38.2%, but is expected to 

increase to close to 40% after the completion of its 

announced acquisitions. After some fine-tuning, our 

fair value estimate remains at SGD2.10. 

 

ESG Updates 

MLT has relatively average policies and 

programmes on managing its ESG risks and 

opportunities as compared to peers. It has 

implemented relatively robust employee 

engagement and career development 

programmes, such that its employee turnover is 

significantly lower than the industry average. Given 

that industrial buildings tend to have less energy 

and water consumption as compared to retail and 

office properties, MLT has less opportunities to 

capitalise on green buildings. It has implemented 

energy efficiency initiatives and has some LEED-

certified properties, but lags peers in obtaining 

green building certification for a substantial portion 

of its portfolio. BUY. (Research Team) 

 

 

 
 

Genting Singapore (GENS SP) - Looking 

forward to borders reopening 

 
• 3Q21 hurt by tightened Covid-19 measures 

• Impact of VTLs in 4Q21 likely to be limited 

• Beneficiary of borders reopening 

 

3Q21 adjusted EBITDA missed expectations  

Genting Singapore (GENS) reported its 3Q21 

business update which came in below our 

expectations. GENS’s revenue and adjusted EBTIDA 

dropped 16% YoY and 31% YoY to SGD251.5m and 

SGD102.5m, respectively, weighed down by lower 

gaming (-9% YoY) and non-gaming revenue (-6% 

YoY) due to tightened Covid-19 restrictions in 

Singapore during the quarter. Net profit, however, 

improved 11% YoY to SGD60.7m.  

 

Non-gaming revenue improved 29% while 

gaming revenue fell 14% QoQ − On a QoQ basis, 

revenue and adjusted EBITDA fell 9% and 31% QoQ 

respectively, largely attributable to a 14% decline in 

gaming revenue in 3Q21 due to tighter safe 

distancing measures. On the other hand, non-

gaming revenue improved 29% QoQ due to 

several events during the quarter such as the 

musical sensations at the S.E.A. Aquarium and 

Halloween season. 

 

4Q21 is likely to remain soft, but better recovery 

in FY22  
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Singapore recently announced the extension of 

dining-in capacity and expansion of Vaccinated 

Travel Lanes (VTLs) to Malaysia ahead of the end of 

the Stabilisation Phase on 21 Nov 2021 as the 

Covid-19 situation has stabilised. Singapore is also in 

discussion with other ASEAN countries to reconnect. 

As Singapore moves towards the “living with the 

endemic” approach, we expect to see further 

calibrated steps towards reopening which will aid 

the recovery of GENS in FY22. However, we expect 

the impact of VTLs on GENS to be limited in 4Q21 as 

the countries on the list are from GENS’s non-

traditional markets. Note that VTL with Malaysia 

(one of GENS’s traditional source markets) will only 

start from 28 Nov. After adjustment, we maintain 

our fair value estimate at SGD0.94.  

 

ESG Updates 

Genting Singapore Ltd (GENS) lags its global peers 

on governance. GENS has related party 

transactions with the controlling shareholder, 

Genting Overseas Holdings Limited (52.8% votes 

held). GENS demonstrates initiatives to mitigate the 

effects of problem gambling such as 

advertisements, self-exclusion and voluntary visit 

limit options. However, unlike better-performing 

peers, there is no evidence of play safe limits such 

as voluntary money and time limit settings. BUY. 

(Chu Peng) 

 

 

 
 

Sino Biopharmaceutical Ltd (1177 HK) - 

Moving to half yearly reporting 

 
• Company will not release quarterly 

earnings for 3Q21 and will instead provide 
half and full year results, to accommodate 
Sinovac’s request.  

• Quarterly reporting is expected to be 
reinstated after the vaccine situation 
stabilizes.   

• During the recent investor update sessions, 
the firm shared that 8M21 top line yoy 
growth momentum has improved from 
1H21 while the oncology segment 
continues to be a key growth driver.   

• Fair value is reduced to HKD9.10. 
Valuations are undemanding, while growth 
should continue to be driven by its pipeline 
of new drugs as impact from the pandemic 
and volume-based procurements 
gradually improve. 

 

Management held a recent investor meeting 

which provided updates on its operations. 

Guidance of a double digit CAGR revenue growth 

over the next three years was reiterated, which is 

expected to be driven by the launch of about 100+ 

drugs across a broader pipeline of both generics 

and biosimilars, as well as innovate drugs with 

better commercial potential.  

  

During the recent investor update, the firm has 

clarified that its decision not to release 3Q numbers 

is to accommodate Sinovac’s request and does not 

mean that it is not performing up to expectations.  

 

In terms of operational updates, the firm shared 

that 8M21 revenues have grown by about 15.5% 

yoy (vs 1H21’s 13.5% yoy), supported by growth in 

oncology drugs (which grew +25% yoy in 1H21). 

Oncology continues to be a key growth driver with 

sales likely to reach CNY10bn in FY21E.    

 

For FY21, revenues are likely to grow about 10% yoy. 

Gross profit margin has improved with more 

contribution from oncology product sales and new 

product launches. Selling and marketing costs 

have also improved with higher ex-hospital 

revenue contribution and should continue to show 

the same trend. Management shared the firm has 

achieved over CNY100mn in top line sales for PD-1 

since launch in August. The company’s PD-1 was 

approved for one indication, while it has filed two 

NDAs in China and one BLA in the US. The oncology 

review for the US BLA of its PD-1 appears on track. 

The firm is positive on the potential of Lenvatinib 

given the strong growth sales of its original drug 

and combination usage potential, and expects 

peak sales may reach CNY800mn before GPO 

addition. For Anlotinib, guidance of above 10% yoy 

growth was reiterated. The firm expects Anlotinib 

may receive BLA approval for differentiated thyroid 

carcinoma from the FDA next year, which will add 

to its current approved four indications.  

 

Full year 2021 sales of two GPO drugs – Abiraterone 

and Budesonide – were guided at CNY600mn and 

CNY1bn respectively, with impact from the GPO 

expected to ease over time as its key drugs have 

already been added to the GPO programme.  

 

The firm has received dividends from Sinovac of 

about CNY80mn and CNY1.5bn for 4Q20 and 1Q21, 

with more dividends likely, as these are pending 

the joint venture board’s approval. Receipt of 

further dividends will be supportive of the firm’s 

research and development and business 

development activities ahead.  

 

Fair value is lowered to HKD9.10 as we update our 

estimates and apply a higher cost of equity 

assumption. The overhang over the share price 

looks likely to linger near term in view of ongoing 

concerns over domestic growth moderation and 

lower clarity for investors from the recent decision 
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to move to half yearly reporting, which suggests a 

possibility that 1Q22 results release may be skipped 

as well. The latest fair value implies ~25.3x FY22E PER, 

close to its 10Y historical average multiple. The firm 

has guided that it plans to revert back to quarterly 

reporting once the vaccine situation is viewed to 

be more stable.  

 

Looking ahead, SBP expects it will continue to see 

increasing revenue contribution from new products 

(to be launched over the next five years) while new 

growth drivers could come from progress in 

innovative drugs (e.g. US NDA/new drug 

application for Anlotinib may be filed next year for 

soft tissue sarcoma). The firm is not likely keen to 

lower pricing of Anlotinib (approved in China for 

treating locally advanced/metastatic non-small 

cell lung cancer) in the NRDL negotiation for the 

sake of adding one more indication, and is open to 

the possibility to do a license-out deal/identify a 

commercial partner to sell the drug in the US as a 

CSO/contract sales outsourcing. China NDA of PD-

L1 (programmed death-Ligand1) is likely to be filed 

this year for treatment of cHL (classical Hodgkin 

lymphoma). There are various biosimilars that are 

progressing, which include adalimumab biosimilar 

(likely to see approval by year end) and NDA for 

trastuzumab and rituximab biosimilars which should 

be filed this year or early next year. GPO pressure 

on the firm’s profitability should also ease further 

given that most of its key generics have already 

been added to the national programme,   

 

Over the long term, management targets for over 

USD10bn revenue by 2030E (which implies 30%+ 

CAGR), with half from ex-China market and 80% 

from innovative products (including half from 

biologics). There will be four key platforms set up, 

which will be categorized as follows: generics, 

innovation (x-lab: to shift over time from me-too 

strategy to grow potential first or best in class 

product offering), ecosystem (growing via external 

business development and investments to explore 

opportunities) and lastly ESG.  

 

ESG updates 

Its ESG performance in October 2021 review of the 

company pegs the firm in line with global sector 

peers’ average rating. The upgrade was driven by 

improvements observed in its corporate 

governance (in particular its board practices) and 

talent management initiatives. The annual 

incentive programme for executives is also aligned 

with the company’s annual performance. Sino 

Biopharmaceutical’s product quality performance 

appears on par with peers, with related programs 

including certification to ISO 9001 standards and 

ESG research not detecting any evidence of 

significant product recall or regulatory warning 

letters over the past three years (as of May 2021). 

The firm also has in place anti-corruption policies 

and measures to mitigate ethics-related risk. BUY. 

(Research Team) 
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Latest OIR Reports 

No. 
Report 

Date 
Mkt      

Stock / Sector /  

Market 

    

4 
Report Title    

Bloomberg 

Ticker 
Rating 

Fair 

Value 

1 10 Nov 2021 SG  Mapletree Logistics Trust    Stronger appetite for acquisitions  MLT SP BUY SGD 2.10 

2 10 Nov 2021 SG   Genting Singapore   
Looking forward to borders 

reopening 
   GENS SP BUY SGD 0.94 

3 10 Nov 2021 SG  Sino Biopharmaceutical 

Ltd  
 Moving to half yearly reporting  1177 HK BUY HKD 9.10 

4 9 Nov 2021 SG   SIA Engineering    Beneficiary of borders reopening   SIE SP BUY SGD 2.68 

5 9 Nov 2021 HK  Wuxi Biologics   Bullish business update  2269 HK BUY HKD 152.00 

6 9 Nov 2021 CH   China Strategy   

Earnings disappointment 

overhang; focus on those with 

earnings certainty and policy 

  - - - 

7 8 Nov 2021 SG  Venture Corporation  Positive outlook despite supply 

constraints in 3Q21 
  VMS SP BUY SGD 21.07 

8 8 Nov 2021 SG   NetLink NBN Trust   
Look past the accounting 

adjustment 
  NETLINK SP BUY SGD 1.10 

9 8 Nov 2021 SG  OUE Commercial REIT    Uptick in committed office 

occupancy 
 OUECT SP HOLD      SGD 0.430 

10 8 Nov 2021 HK   Guangzhou R&F    Concerns remain at large   2777 HK SELL HKD 2.95 

11 8 Nov 2021 
HK 

CH 
 Wuxi Apptec   Continued growth trajectory  2359 HK  

 603259 CH 
BUY 

HKD193.00   

 CNY 158.73  

12 5 Nov 2021 SG   DBS Group Holdings    Healthy pipeline into 2022   DBS SP HOLD      SGD 34.00 

13 5 Nov 2021 SG  Manulife US REIT   Tailwinds from the US reopening  MUST SP BUY USD 0.83 

14 5 Nov 2021 SG   Singapore Post    Growing its eCommerce business   SPOST SP BUY SGD 0.78 

15 5 Nov 2021 
HK 

CH 
 PICC Group  3Q miss  1339 HK  

601319 CH 

BUY  

SELL 

HKD 3.00    

CNY 2.50  

16 3 Nov 2021 SG   United Overseas Bank   3Q beat   UOB SP BUY SGD 32.00 

17 3 Nov 2021 SG  CapitaLand Investment 

Ltd  
 Events panning out nicely  CLI SP BUY SGD 3.83 

18 3 Nov 2021 SG   Ascott Residence Trust    Recovery gaining momentum   ART SP BUY SGD 1.22 

19 3 Nov 2021 CH  Midea Group   Delivering growth despite 

headwinds 
 000333 CH BUY CNY 90.00 

20 3 Nov 2021 HK   
PICC Property & 

Casualty  
  Weaker combined ratio in 3Q   2328 HK BUY HKD 8.50 
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STI Stocks Sorted by Market Capitalisation (US$m) 

  Code Company 
Price on Mkt 

Cap 

Eqy 

Beta 
  Div Yield (%)   P/E Ratio (x)   Recommendation   

10 Nov 21 US$m (x)   Hist F1   Hist F1 F2   Buy Hold Sell Total   

1 DBS SP DBS Group Hldgs  SGD 32.10 60,965 1.2   3.2 3.6   13 12 12   15 6 0 21   

2 JM SP Jardine Matheson Hldgs USD 60.00 43,347 0.7   2.9 2.9   86 15 11   2 4 1 7   

3 OCBC SP OCBC SGD 11.84 39,374 1.0   3.5 4.3   12 11 10   18 4 0 22   

4 UOB SP United Overseas Bank  SGD 27.69 34,270 1.1   3.6 4.4   13 12 11   19 1 1 21   

5 ST SP Spore Telecoms  SGD 2.55 31,136 0.9   2.9 4.0   40 18 16   17 2 0 19   

6 WIL SP Wilmar Int'l  SGD 4.33 20,192 0.9   3.2 3.5   12 12 12   11 0 0 11   

7 THBEV SP Thai Beverage SGD 0.74 13,653 1.2   3.0 2.9   19 17 16   18 1 0 19   

8 CLI SP Capitaland Investment SGD 3.44 13,229 -   - 2.3   - 20 17   10 1 0 11   

9 HKL SP Hongkong Land USD 5.66 13,210 1.0   3.9 3.9   - 13 12   11 2 1 14   

10 SIA SP Spore Airlines  SGD 5.42 11,894 1.2   - 0.0   - - 115   1 7 4 12   

11 CICT SP CapitaLand Mall Trust SGD 2.15 10,296 1.2   3.2 4.9   13 20 17   17 2 0 19   

12 AREIT SP Ascendas REIT SGD 3.09 9,586 1.0   5.0 5.1   23 20 18   18 2 0 20   

13 STE SP ST Engrg SGD 3.84 8,847 1.0   3.9 3.9   21 21 20   9 0 2 11   

14 SGX SP Spore Exchange  SGD 9.53 7,543 0.6   3.4 3.5   23 23 21   1 11 4 16   

15 GENS SP Genting Spore SGD 0.82 7,271 1.2   1.2 1.8   36 43 22   9 10 1 20   

16 KEP SP Keppel Corp  SGD 5.31 7,145 0.9   3.6 3.9   29 14 12   11 0 1 12   

17 JCNC SP Jardine Cycle & Carriage SGD 22.84 6,675 1.2   3.0 4.2   14 10 8   3 0 0 3   

18 MLT SP Mapletree Logistics Trust SGD 1.96 6,227 0.9   4.1 4.5   17 22 22   8 7 2 17   

19 MINT SP Mapletree Industrial Trust SGD 2.67 5,253 0.9   4.7 5.1   33 19 19   14 2 0 16   

20 MCT SP Mapletree Commercial Trust SGD 2.12 5,207 1.2   4.1 4.4   21 25 21   8 5 1 14   

21 CIT SP City Developments  SGD 7.26 4,869 1.3   1.1 1.8   - 31 15   16 1 0 17   

22 DFI SP Dairy Farm Int'l Hldgs USD 3.39 4,586 1.0   4.3 3.1   27 28 17   4 5 0 9   

23 UOL SP UOL Group  SGD 7.11 4,439 0.9   2.1 2.4   32 20 16   7 2 0 9   

24 FLT SP Frasers Logistics & Comm Trust SGD 1.49 4,051 1.2   5.1 5.4   7 20 19   10 1 0 11   

25 VMS SP Venture Corp  SGD 18.42 3,957 0.9   4.1 4.1   17 17 16   9 3 1 13   

26 YZJSGD SP Yangzijiang Shipbldg SGD 1.26 3,670 0.9   3.6 3.9   8 8 6   7 1 0 8   

27 SATS SP SATS  SGD 4.21 3,493 1.4   - 0.6   - 92 32   5 3 1 9   

28 KDCREIT SP Keppel DC REIT SGD 2.34 2,967 0.5   4.2 4.3   22 22 21   10 4 0 14   

29 SCI SP Sembcorp Industries SGD 2.06 2,716 0.9   2.9 2.2   8 15 10   9 2 0 11   

30 CD SP ComfortDelGro SGD  1.61 2,580 1.1   2.2 3.3   22 19 15   11 0 0 11   

Source: Bloomberg                                   
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